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Open source workflow for multispectral imaging
based on artificial neural networks
This paper presents a workflow based on open source software for multispectral imaging
specifically designed for analysis of works of art. Our workflow allows to capture radiometrically and colorimetrically accurate images, requiring only common photography equipment
and a set of two optical filters. The input data is machine-processed using artificial neural
networks to obtain interpretation-ready multispectral images. We provide the entire software
package under the general public license.
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ers of the painting and retouches are inimitable and thanks
to that, historians of art can pass judgment for example
Multispectral imaging (MSI) is a process of visualizing
on its authenticity, i.e. at what time the artwork was creimaged objects in multiple spectral bands even outside the
ated, who created it and whether the artwork is original
visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum (1). These
or fake (13).
bands can be selected by band-pass ﬁlters on either the
The main purpose of this paper is to report on a workdetector or illumination source (2). Using a set of singleﬂow for imaging of works of art using a specially modiﬁed
band ﬁlters, one can obtain useful results (3). Such imdigital single-lens reﬂex camera and a set of optical ﬁlters.
plementation is, however, very time-consuming as images
Machine learning (artiﬁcial neural networks, ANNs) is apneed to be captured as many times as many ﬁlters are
plied to process the obtained images for further usage in
used. An alternative strategy is to reduce the number of
cultural heritage analysis. In the second section, the imagﬁlters to only a few with distinct spectral transmittances
ing workﬂow and the setup for imaging are introduced.
across the entire imaged spectral range. The signal obThe subsequent software processing is described step by
tained through these ﬁlters together with the RGB chanstep in the third section. Finally, the whole process is
nels deﬁned by the Bayer mask on the detector can be
demonstrated on an example work of art (The Death of
numerically processed to estimate reﬂectivity in individSophonisba by an unknown artist) and the results are disual spectral bands (4). Whatever strategy is chosen, MSI
cussed in the last section. All software developed within
allows extracting additional information about the imaged
the scope of this paper is available for download as the
object namely at wavelengths inaccessible to the human
digital supplement (14).
eye. That is why it has found its practical usage in cultural
heritage analysis by art historians (5; 6; 7).
2. IMAGING WORKFLOW SETUP AND
1. INTRODUCTION

Although MSI methods do not replace the capability of
spectroscopic methods in general (8) or chemical analyses
(9), MSI has the advantage of being a non-invasive and affordable method for analyzing important works of art (10)
without the necessity of taking samples and thus without
damaging the artwork as invasive methods usually do. Using MSI, we can map and identify historical pigments (11),
retouches, and underpaintings, which cannot be normally
observed because it is beyond the capabilities of the human eye (12). It does not always allow to distinguish between all possible pigments, because they are mixed and
overlapped in multiple layers, but it is successful for those,
which present particular behavior in the imaged spectral
range (most commonly from ultraviolet to infrared parts of
the electromagnetic spectrum). The possibility of imaging
underpaintings depends on the upper layer of the painting
(whether the layer absorbs, reﬂects, or transmits infrared
radiation) and on the base layer, which can also absorb or
reﬂect infrared radiation. It is also of a signiﬁcant beneﬁt
to having the artwork digitized, because cracks in the lay-
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IMAGE CAPTURE
2.1 Scene preparation
Acquisition of radiometrically or colorimetrically accurate images requires a well-deﬁned imagining setup and
adherence to the following procedure. Preferably, the imaged object should be carefully removed from its frame
if possible. Illumination sources are deployed homogeneously as depicted in Figure 1, typically under 45 degrees
with respect to the object’s plane and it should be checked
that the illumination does not cast shadows or cause specular reﬂections on the imaged object at least from the
camera’s perspective. Using a power meter with a set of
optical ﬁlters one can verify that the illumination contains
all required spectral bands. If a combination of several
types of light sources is needed to cover the required spectral width, one also needs to check that the imaged object
is covered spectrally homogeneously. There are several
types of illumination sources. For instance, incandescent
light bulbs are used to provide infrared illumination, because their emission peak is situated at 1300 nm. Light
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panels with white and UV light tubes or LEDs provide photographs and shall be within the confines of imaginary
visible and ultraviolet illumination. Attention should be lines, connecting neighboring white cards.
paid to the white light source color rendering index (15).
A camera (in our case Nikon D850 with internal UV
and IR blocking filter removed) is placed on a tripod with
its lens optical axis perpendicular to the canvas and the
canvas should be in the center of the camera’s field of
view encompassing the white cards, white standard, and
the black hole. The thermometer should be placed near
the imaged object too to monitor temperature and to prevent damage by overheating by illumination sources. The
camera should be set to save RAW chip data with the
highest bit depth possible (14 bits for our camera). We
recommend disabling all proprietary image enhancement
provided by the camera. For stability reasons and direct
computer processing the camera is connected to a computer.
Our software package provides a very simple command
line interface cancli.py to control the camera. It makes
use of the libgphoto2 library for Python. The program is
started in terminal using command
python3 −i cancli.py −p,
where the parameter -p activates the camera and the parameter -i opens Python in an interactive mode. This
program implements functions such as
mycam.setIso(<iso_value>),
mycam.setSpeed(<shutter_speed>),
mycam.setFnumber(<f_number>) or
mycam.focus(<focus_shift>).
These functions allow to set ISO, shutter speed, aperture number (typically f /11) and even drive the focusing
motors by a precise amount of steps according to conditions as needed. Focusing is much easier and more precise
with the function mycam.previewHR() of the cancli.py
compared
to manual focusing and using either the viewer
Figure 1: 3D model of the scene preparation. Note the
or
built-in
camera display. The mycam.previewHR() funclayout of illumination sources (1) and installation of caltion
captures
a jpeg image in full resolution and transibrating equipment such as the surrounding white cards
fers
it
to
the
computer where it can be displayed on
(2), white standard (3), black hole (4) and colorchecker
the
screen.
Iterating
the mycam.previewHR() and the
(5).
mycam.focus(<focus_shift>) allows to obtain the sharpest
Despite all measures taken, the illumination is images.
Finally, after setting the camera, a photo is taken usnever perfectly homogeneous. To compensate in postprocessing, a set of reflectance white cards is placed in ing cancli.py’s function mycam.capture(inspect=True).
the scene around the object. The distance between the When the image is captured, proper exposure is visualized
object and the camera has to be the same as the distance and displayed on a computer screen. Pixels with values
between the cards and the camera, which means that the too close to exposure saturation (greater than 94 % of dysurfaces of these cards should lie in the same plane de- namic range) are depicted red while pixels in the range of
fined by the object. At least one card should be placed 82–94 % of dynamic range are depicted green. Our softnear each corner of the object so that imaginary lines con- ware performs a direct evaluation of exposure level in the
necting neighboring cards do not crop the imaged object. RAW file. It is, thus, independent of any white balancing.
In our experience, fastening these cards to the easer us- Observing the white cards as well as the white standard
ing tape or clothes pegs that are placed on the object is a colored in green assures the best exposure setting providpractical solution. A black background can be placed be- ing some reasonable margin. Manual inspection instead
hind the object if better contrast with the white cards is of machine-only processing is needed because overexposed
required. A 99 % white reflectance standard (in our case pixels corresponding to direct reflections from metallic obby Labsphere (16)), a black hole (in our case by Thorlabs jects (e.g. screws) are present in the image, but do not
(17)), and a colorchecker should be placed near the im- represent a problem (are not withing the painting itself).
The image-capturing procedure described in previous
aged object. All this equipment should be visible in all
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paragraphs is repeated twice each time with a different
filter attached to the camera lens. These two filters are labeled filter A and B and were purchased from Profilocolore
company (see specifications in Ref. (18; 19)). Our method
is not restricted to these particular filters. It can operate
with any two filters with complementary transmittances
in the entire range from 300 nm to 1000 nm.

align_image_stack -a reg_ -v -m -i
–use-given-order <image_file_names>,

where -a causes the output images to be saved with reg_
prefix, -v (means verbose) prints progress messages, -m
optimizes field of view for all images, except for first, -i
optimizes image center shift for all images, except for first
and using –use-given-order the image order as given on
the command line is preserved.
3. IMAGE PROCESSING
The subsequent step serves to subtract sensor noise
For better readability, all processing steps described in
the following text are also depicted in a diagram in Fig 2. (more exact noise subtraction), stretch contrast, and compensate for non-homogeneous illumination (flat field estimation). Points of interest in the image containing the
white cards, white 99 % reflectance standards, and the
black hole are manually marked, using the script
 

    
  

 








  

 

  

python3 markItems.py <image_file_name>.
This process opens a preview on display and one can move
a mouse cursor to the required area and press a hotkey to
mark the point. The hotkeys are b to mark 94 % reflectance white cards, y to mark the black hole and m to
mark 99 % white reflectance standard. Upon closing the
markItems.py, the program saves the coordinates of these
points of interest into an extra file. Next, images are processed using a program processTiff.py, which is started
using command
python3 processTiff.py <image_file_name> -H -i
-w.

Command line arguments above perform the following
operations: black hole subtraction (-H); flat-field interpolation based on the estimation of the illumination intensity
using white cards (-i); exposure setting so that white reFigure 2: Image processing diagram depicting all steps as flectance standard has the right RGB value (-w). The
processTiff.py program outputs images using Adobe
described in the text.
RGB color space.
A Bayer mask (RGB color filters) is used in digital imUsing our program findColorchecker.py, started
age sensors so that each pixel is filtered to record with through command
different spectral sensitivity. Raw data from the sensor
python3 findColorChecker.py
need to be converted from a RAW file format into RGB
<list_of_image_file_names>,
coordinates. A demosaicing algorithm is used to interpolate RGB values for each pixel. In our workflow, we
the colorchecker is machine detected in each image. The
use a free software called Rawtherapee1 . Rawtherapee is
program also returns RGB values of each patch and saves
set to perform only the following image processing tasks:
it into a data file colorchecker_output.dat (when there
expected electronic noise level subtraction, demosaicing,
are more photos containing colorchecker, the RGB values
approximative white balancing (multiplication coefficients
are written in extra columns).
for RGB values all close to 1), and saving RGB data with
Multispectral processing requires images taken using
Adobe RGB profile in a 16-bit TIFF file. For exact implefilters A and B. Our program processMultispectral.py
mentation, consult Rawtherapee website.
is started through the command line similarly to previous
While changing filters, we may accidentally move the
programs
camera even without noticing so the same pixel coordinates in particular photos do not correspond to each other.
python3 processMultispectral.py
That is why image registration (alignment) has to be done.
<list_of_image_file_names>.
To align overlapping images we use Hugin2 (free software)
package command-line tool called align_image_stack The industry standard by Profilocolore defines the Hyperspectral Matching Functions HM Fi (λ), where i ∈ (1, 7)
with command
1 https://www.rawtherapee.com/
2 https://sourceforge.net/p/hugin/hugin/ci/default/tree/
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(20). Given any point spectral reflectivity R(λ), the hyperspectral values HVi can be calculated
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R(λ) · HM Fi (λ).

(1)

λ=300 nm
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For all the patches of our colorchecker, the hyperspectral values were obtained by direct spectroscopic measurement of reflectances R(λ) and the application of
Eq. (1). These values are saved into a definition file
colorchecker.refl. The ANN program takes the colorchecker photo data file (the measured RGBA,B values of
the patches obtained from photos taken using filters A and
B) colorchecker_output.dat and a colorchecker definition file colorchecker.refl and trains to predict hyperspectral responses HRij (j indexes colorchecker patches)
based on the RGBA,B values. The HRij are then compared to the definition HRij through a mean squared
error










Figure 3: The average values of the cross-validation for
software extrapolated multispectral imaging mode. ∆R
value is depicted as a function of seven hypespectral bands.
3.2 Ordinary visible imaging mode processing
As an additional bonus, our software package allows to estimate a colorimetrically correct photograph
(in the visible part of the spectrum) of the imaged object. An image taken with the filter A3 is processed using
processColors.py started on a command line
python3 processColors.py <image_file name>.


(HRij − HRij )2 .

Similarly to multispectral processing above, the ANN
makes use of the file
i,j
colorchecker_output.dat,
but this time with a definition data file
colorchecker.dat.
The ANN is trained to minimize ∆R difference between The colorchecker.dat contains factory measured
the predicted and the expected (definition) values. Then CIE XYZ (21) coordinates of each patch.
First of all, measured (obtained) RGB values of the colthe prediction is applied to all pixels of the actual imorchecker
have to be converted into X, Y, Z coordinates
age.The result of multispectral processing is in our case
and
then
(while
assuming of D65 illuminant and Adobe
seven photos in seven spectral bands. Those are ultravioRGB
color
space)
into L∗ , a∗ , b∗ coordinates. The definilet (UV), blue (B), green (G), red (R), and three infrared
in X, Y, Z coordinates, so it has to
(IR – 1, 2, 3), corresponding to the seven hyperspectral tion data file is given
∗ ∗ ∗
be
converted
into
L
,
a
, b as well. Then it is possible to
matching functions.
measure the “distance” between the actual Lab coordinates
and predicted Lab coordinates using Keras enabled4 for3.1 ANN performance test
mula for CIE color difference CIEDE2000 squared (22).
The ANN is considered to be successfully trained when
Because a small training dataset is available, a cross- the average CIEDE2000 becomes comparable to the just
validation technique (holdout method) is performed to noticeable difference value of 2.3. By cross-validation, we
establish how well the ANN was trained. The holdout found the average CIEDE2000 difference to be 2.34 ± 0.27.
method works out by removing part of the data set (in Then, after learning is performed and ANN is successfully
our case one patch of the colorchecker) and letting the trained, prediction (transformation) is applied to all pixels
rest of the data be used for training to get the predic- of the actual image. The software finally convert output
tions. The prediction is applied to the dataset, which was (predicted) L∗ , a∗ , b∗ coordinates through X, Y, Z back to
removed from the training and we can evaluate how the the required Adobe RGB values. Adobe RGB 1998 profile
ANN training went. This is repeated several times for each is inserted into the output tiff file using ImageMagick. The
patch on the colorchecker and the data set containing the result of the color processing is a colorimetrically correct
differences ∆R between the predicted and the definition photograph of the imaged object.
values are obtained. As depicted in Figure 3, the average
values for each of the spectral bands do not exceed 0.05 4. CASE STUDY
(the maximum value for spectral band IR2 is 0.033±0.003
In this section, we present the results of our workflow
concretely), which we deem to be a tolerable error.
on one selected painting. In our case, the painting has enti∆R2 =

3 The

(2)

image should undergo the same preprocessing steps as described above: from demosaicing to automated colorchecker finding.
enabled means that the formula can be calculated efficiently on a graphics card.

4 Keras
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tled The death of Sophonisba and is made by an unknown
artist. Being the property of the archbishops of Olomouc, it was photographed at the Archbishop’s Chateau
Kroměříž.

By completely adhering procedure described in this paper we obtained seven multispectral images presented in
Figure 4 and a colorimetric accurate photograph depicted
in Figure 5.









Figure 4: Result of software extrapolated multispectral imaging mode processing – multispectral images in the range
from UV to IR.
solely on open-source software including the specialized
program that we distribute under a general public license.
Although we have used some speciﬁc hardware components (e.g. camera, ﬁlters, colorchecker), the presented
workﬂow does not rely on our particular choice.
To assess the quality of our procedure we have subjected the results to testing by a cross-validation method.
We have found that in the case of multispectral imaging
the maximum deviation between spectroscopically measured and ANN estimated hyperspectral value averaged
over the entire training set was less than 5 %. This
biggest deviation was found for the sixth hyperspectral
band (around 850 nm). Colorimetric accuracy reaches
CIEDE2000 diﬀerence of 2.34 ± 0.27 close to just noFigure 5: Result of ordinary visible imaging mode pro- ticeable diﬀerence..
cessing.
On the other hand, we have registered several limitations of this method. Namely, ﬁlter B transmits the UV
5. CONCLUSION
and IR part of the electromagnetic spectrum at the same
In this paper, we have described a meticulous workﬂow time and the ratios of RGB values in portions of these
for multispectral imaging. Our workﬂow is fully based regions are similar, so one can object, that it is not clear
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which part of the spectrum caused the detection event.
We thus believe that the estimation may be ambiguous,
unstable or noisy. There may be a remedy to this issue by
a designed different set of filters. Such analysis, however,
goes beyond the scope of this paper. Further to that, it
is usually difficult to sharply focus in UV and IR bands
simultaneously at least with our lens. A third problem
arises from the fact that the amount of detection events
corresponding to IR radiation around 950 nm and UV radiation around 300 nm is comparable to noise level (while
simultaneously preventing overexposure in the entire captured spectral range). This issue can be dealt with again
by designing a different set of filters. Despite these limitations, we still believe that our method is conceptually
valid and can serve as an invaluable tool in the analysis of
cultural heritage.
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